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Abstract 

The article describes a fuzzy multi-period model for selection of mixed types of stakeholder engagement strategies of the 
company taking into account the interrelations of stakeholders. Characteristics of relations between the organization and its 
stakeholder groups are verbally assessed and transformed into fuzzy sets in the model. A set of scenarios is set that define 
the dynamics of changing relations between the organization and stakeholders, as well as between stakeholders. At the same 
time, it is assumed that changing the properties (attributes) of stakeholders entails changes in the organization's expectations 
for each of them in varying degrees, depending on the degree of mutual influence between them. "Ideal" and "real" fuzzy 
values of the appropriateness of the use of strategy types are calculated based on the evaluation of the characteristics of 
relations using fuzzy set operations. Then the Hamming distances between the "ideal" and "real" values of the appropriateness 
of strategies application are calculated, and the strategy of organization engagement with each stakeholder is chosen on its 
basis. Due to the fact that the corresponding characteristics of the relationship may differ significantly for various resource 
components involved in the resource exchange, a situation may emerge in which for different sets of resources, the 
organization should maintain strategies of different types in relation to the same stakeholder. Due to this, the article proposes 
a method of forming mixed types of strategies. 

Key words: stakeholder groups; engagement strategies; fuzzy model; multi-period model; mixed strategies 

JEL Classification: C69; L29 

Introduction 
The stakeholder theory (stakeholder concept) is one of the most popular theories of firms today. Technically, the 
stakeholder theory of firm can be considered as an independent area in the general and strategic management 
research. The flow of publications of the relevant subject matter and content, persistent for more than a third of a 
century, demonstrates a theoretical and practical significance of this approach and its incompleteness and partial 
inconsistency at the same time (Tambovtsev 2008). 

The starting point for the emergence of a stakeholder concept (as a full-scale, detailed theory) is generally 
considered to be the publication of a book by R.E. Freeman "Strategic management: A stakeholder approach" in 
1984. In the book, the author introduces a new concept of a stakeholder, gives its definition (as "any individuals, 
groups or organizations that have a significant influence on decisions made by a firm and/or influenced by these 
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decisions" (Freeman 1984) or as "any group or individual, who can influence or be influenced by the achievement 
of the organization's goals" (Freeman 1984)) and suggests an original model for consideration, in which the 
company and its environment (external and internal) represent a set of parties interested in its activities, whose 
interests and demands must be taken into consideration and met by managers as formal (explicit) company 
representatives. R.E. Freeman has been following this definition until today (Freeman, Wicks and Parmar 2004). 

This article appeared not without reason. Even earlier, in the works of other authors, there was a mention 
that the goals of the company were much broader than the creation of profit or wealth for owners (shareholders) 
and also care about welfare of a much wider range of agents (individuals and groups) (which, in fact, was the 
starting point of the theory). First of all, these were the works of Dodd (1932) and Simon (1952). 

The theory took on a new lease of life after the publication of the work of Post, Preston and Sachs (2002), 
which in fact summed up the five-year (1995-2000) project "Rethinking the corporation," supported by a grant from 
the Sloan Foundation, and laid the foundations for a "new stakeholder approach". According to the authors of the 
book, the modern corporation acts as a center of a network of interrelated elements (stakeholders), each of which 
contributes to its performance (voluntarily or compulsorily) and expects some benefit (or at least no uncompensated 
damage). As such, the "stakeholder system" first appears as an attribute of a corporation (and not just as a set of 
elements, whose interaction with the corporation must be taken into consideration) (Blagov 2003). 

The popularity of this theory has been growing rapidly in recent years and is closely associated with the 
significant growth of uncertainty in the economy, which leads to the practical impossibility of proper setting of 
optimization tasks (maximizing profits, sales, etc.) and forces firms to use the satisfaction approach and solve the 
problems of finding strategic solutions acceptable to stakeholders (Gurkov and Saidov 2012). Multiple and 
conflicting interests of stakeholders has to be taken into consideration when solving such problems. In this case, 
the lack of ways to choose the proportions of meeting the competing interests of stakeholders (efficient distribution 
of value created with their participation) remains one of the key problems of the stakeholder theory. 

The concept of stakeholders as "contributors" to the firm's resources has been gaining popularity in the last 
couple of decades. This allows to substantiate their claims for a direct or indirect impact on the company's strategic 
decisions prior to making these decisions, while the remaining actors of the strategic process protect their interests 
after making decisions, in the course of their implementation [ibid]. Due to this, the acceptability of strategic 
decisions for stakeholders (and for a firm) is usually interpreted from the standpoint of the sustainability of resource 
exchange between them (Gurkov 2011). 

In the course of supplying the firm with resources and with aim to maximize the ratio of benefits from 
interacting with the firm to the costs incurred, stakeholders gain the ability to decide whether the company will 
receive resources and to determine how the firm will use the resources received. Having proposed the typology of 
the "stakeholder-company" relationships, which is based on the interdependence of stakeholders and firms (power 
over each other), J. Frooman formulated four types of strategies of the influence of stakeholders on the firm 
(Frooman 1999). 

The strategy of the firm's actions in relation to the stakeholders is based on the same typology (Gurkov 
2011) (as well as on the approach of Scholes (1998)). 

The idea that the organization should not just use various strategies for interaction with various stakeholders 
but also different strategies for the same stakeholder at different times (Jawahar and McLaughlin 2002) is also 
based on the resource approach. It is assumed that at any stage of the organization's life cycle, some stakeholders 
have higher resource potential to meet the company's critical needs, and therefore will be more important than 
others. In this case, the relative importance of each stakeholder will change over time, along with the strategy of 
interaction. As a result, at each stage of the organization's life cycle – birth (creation), growth, maturity, revival 
(Drazin, and Kazanjian 1990, Gorshkova, Trifonov and Poplavskaya 2014, Miller and Friesen 1984, Su, Baird, and 
Schoch 2013), – an attempt is made to assign one of the four strategies proposed by Carroll (1979) – response, 
protection, adaptation and anticipation – to each of important stakeholders. 

Another set of strategy types of interaction between the organization and stakeholders is proposed in the 
article (Solodukhin 2009): satisfaction of demands, protection, impact, cooperation. They are based on the typology 
of "stakeholder-company" relationships, which is based not only on the interdependency of stakeholders and firms 
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(power over each other), but also the mutual desire for changes in relationships. It must be noted that the meaning 
of "desire for change" is close to "urgency" that is one of the three key attributes of stakeholders in the well-known 
Mitchell model (Agle, Mitchell and Sonnenfeld 1999, Mitchell, Agle and Wood 1997). However, in this case, not 
only the desire for change (urgency) of the stakeholder in relation to the company is considered, but also the desire 
for the firm’s changes in relation to the stakeholder. At the same time, the degree of desire for change is a function 
of satisfaction with resource exchange and expectations about the counterparty. 

The article (Gresko and Solodukhin 2015) describes the nature of each of the proposed strategy types in 
detail, substantiates the advantages of the proposed set of strategy types in comparison with the strategies of A. 
Carroll, and shows that the strategies of different types can come one after another. Later, the proposed set of 
strategy types was supplemented by the fifth type – restraint (Gorbunova, Gresko and Solodukhin 2016a). 

Choosing the set of strategies of interaction with each stakeholder is determined by the organization's 
pursuance of long-term balance in relationships with all its stakeholders, for which the organization can consciously 
allow violation of the balance of relationships with any particular interested party in the short term. It must be noted 
that in the long term, pursuing the interests of one of the stakeholders to the detriment of other classes of 
stakeholders can lead to extremely negative consequences (such consequences are described in detail in the work 
(Gurkov 2011). 

In its pursuance of long-term balance in relations with all stakeholders, the company cannot fail to take into 
consideration the relationships that have developed between the stakeholders. Possible changes in these relations 
(including in the resource exchange) can directly affect stakeholders’ relations with the organization. Accounting 
for these relationships will allow the organization to choose the appropriate type of strategy for each group of 
stakeholders more reasonably. 

According to the logic described above, when the choice of the strategy of the organization's interaction with 
the stakeholder is determined by the characteristics of the relationships that have developed between them and 
are associated with the resource exchange between them in one way or another, the fact is missed that the 
company and stakeholders are exchanging bundles of resources in reality. At the same time, the corresponding 
characteristics of relationships (dependence, satisfaction, expectations, desire for change) can differ significantly 
for each resource component included in the bundle. Due to this, a situation may emerge in which the organization 
should maintain different strategy types for different sets of resources for the same stakeholder. As such, it becomes 
necessary to form the mixed strategies from the basic type strategies. 

Relationships between an organization and stakeholders (as well as between stakeholders) change over 
time. Characteristics of the relationship (dependence, desire for change) may weaken or intensify, and not always 
monotonously. Due to this, a need emerges to develop multi-period models that allow to choose the most 
appropriate types of strategies for company interaction with each group of stakeholders. 

The authors developed such multi-period models of two types earlier. Firstly, they are multi-period models 
that allow to choose the most appropriate strategy types for company interaction with each group of stakeholders, 
taking into consideration the relationships between stakeholders (Gorbunova, Gresko and Solodukhin 2015a). 
Secondly, they are multi-period models of the choice of mixed strategy types for the organization interaction with 
stakeholders (Gorbunova, Gresko and Solodukhin 2016b, Gorbunova, Gresko and Solodukhin 2015b). At the same 
time, the models of the first type did not consider differences in the characteristics of relationships between the 
organization and stakeholders by certain resource components, which prevented the formation of mixed strategies. 
The models of the second type, on the contrary, did not take possible changes in the relationships between 
stakeholders into consideration. 

The purpose of this article is to develop a fuzzy multi-period model of the selection of mixed strategy types 
for interaction between the organization and stakeholders, taking into account the relationships between the 
stakeholders. 

The use of fuzzy set tools in the development of the model is associated with the fact that the strategies are 
usually chosen in conditions of high uncertainty, lack of relevant information that is of nonprobabilistic nature (with 
a huge amount of ambiguous information that must be taken into consideration during decision-making at the same 
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time). In addition, measuring the characteristics of relationships in linguistic scales greatly facilitates the work of 
experts and increases the accuracy of their estimates and forecasts. 
1. Model 
The authors outlined the following characteristics of relationships between the organization and stakeholder groups 
(SGs) in their previous works: degree of desire for change (which is a function of satisfaction and expectations in 
relation to the counterparty), degree of influence (on the counterparty). 

These characteristics are fuzzy, unclear concepts, the values of which are strongly influenced by the expert’s 
judgments, perceptions and emotions. As such, it is often more difficult to evaluate the characteristics of 
relationships quantitatively than qualitatively (verbally). Let’s evaluate the characteristics of relations verbally and 
transform them into fuzzy sets. To do this, let’s represent the characteristics of relationships in the form of linguistic 
variables !", . . . , !% described by fuzzy numbers defined on the set x – a certain segment of the scale of 
dimensionless units of measurement (score): 

!" = ', ( ' : '*+, ( ' * 0; 1 , / = 1, 0,        (1) 

where x is a value of the score on the set X; ( '  are values of the fuzzy number membership function !"  on X. 
It is assumed that the set X is discrete; i.e. its elements are only integer values of score. This assumption 

greatly simplifies the calculations necessary to perform operations with fuzzy sets while maintaining sufficient 
accuracy of results. Tables 1 and 2 show possible linguistic scales and the corresponding fuzzy set membership 
functions. 

Table 1. Transformation of verbal estimates of the characteristic "degree of mutual influence" into fuzzy sets 

Verbal estimate of the degree of mutual influence 
х values 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
( '  values 

SGs influence on the organization is incomparably greater 
than the organization's influence on SGs 1 1 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SGs influence on the organization is significantly greater than 
the organization's influence on SGs 0.4 1 1 0.4 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SGs influence on the organization is moderately greater than 
the organization's influence on SGs 0 0.4 1 1 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SGs influence on the organization is insignificantly greater 
than the organization's influence on SGs 0 0 0.4 1 1 0.4 0.1 0 0 0 0 

Mutual influence of SGs and organization is much the same 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 1 0.9 0.2 0 0 0 
Organization's influence on SGs is insignificantly greater than 
the SGs influence on the organization 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 1 1 0.4 0 0 

Organization's influence on SGs is moderately greater than 
the SGs influence on the organization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 1 1 0.4 0 

Organization's influence on SGs is significantly greater than 
the SGs influence on the organization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 1 1 0.4 

Organization's influence on SGs is incomparably greater 
than the SGs influence on the organization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 1 1 

Considering expectations as a characteristic of relationships between the organization and SGs, two 
configurations of expectations can be mentioned: the first reflects the expectations of the organization aimed at 
SGs, the second reflects the expectations of SGs from the organization. However, when considering these 
configurations, one cannot ignore the fact that there are also relationships between SGs, the changes in which can 
have a direct impact on mutual expectations between the organization and SGs. Since the properties of SGs in the 
system of resource exchange have direct impact on the quality and quantity of resource that each group will receive, 
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it can be said that changes in the properties SG2, SG3, ..., SGn will lead to changes in the resource exchange 
between them and SG1 (Figure 1). 
Table 2. Transformation of verbal estimates of the characteristic "degree of desire for change in relationships" into fuzzy sets 

Verbal estimate of the degree of desire for change in 
relationships 

х values 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

( '  values 
Absent 1 0.5 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Insignificant 0.6 1 0.8 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Small 0.1 0.4 0.8 1 1 0.8 0.1 0 0 0 0 
Average 0 0 0.1 0.6 1 1 1 0.6 0.1 0 0 
Above average 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.8 1 1 0.4 0 0 
Large 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 0.9 1 0.9 0.1 
Very large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.8 1 1 

 
In turn, changes in this resource exchange will lead to change in the expectations of SG1 to SG2, SG3, ..., 

SGn. This, in turn, will lead to a change in the SG1 properties, which define the quality and quantity of resources 
received by the organization from SG1, and therefore the organization's expectations for SG1 will change. At the 
same time, it is assumed that the SG1 properties depend on the properties of SG2, SG3, ..., SGn (Gresko and 
Solodukhin, 2014a). 

Similar cause-effect relationships also exist for the expectations of stakeholders from the company. This 
means that changes in the properties of SG2, SG3, ..., SGn will lead to a change in the expectations of SG1 
towards the organization. 
Figure 1. Impact of changes in the properties of SG2, SG3, ..., SGn, which define the resource exchange between them and 

SG1, on the organization's expectations for SG1 

 
 

Due to the fact that the SG properties impact the quantity and quality of the resources received by the 
organization to a varying degree, some "weights" can be assigned to them (Solodukhin 2009). 

As such, it is necessary to examine to what extent the organization's expectations for the resources received 
from each stakeholder will change in case of change in the properties of other stakeholders; and vice versa, how 
the expectations of each stakeholder for the company will change in case of change in the properties of other 
stakeholders. 

Table 3 shows a fragment of the table of values of the linguistic variable for the change in expectations of 
the organization or the stakeholder, taking into consideration the change in some property of the counterparty (for 
example, another stakeholder) and taking into account the linguistically assigned estimate of the degree of mutual 
influence (Gresko and Solodukhin 2011). 

ORGANIZATION 
SG1 

SG2 SGn SG3 

Change in 
expectations of 
SG1 for SG2, 
SG3, …, SGn 

Change in the 
SG1 properties 

Change in organization's 
expectations for SG1 

Change in properties of SG2, SG3, …, SGn 
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Table 3. Values of the linguistic variable for the change in expectations of the organization or the stakeholder, taking into 
consideration the change in the property of the counterparty and taking into consideration the given estimate of the degree of 

mutual influence 

Estimate of the degree of mutual 
influence 

Estimate of 
the change in 

property 
Will worsen 
significantly  Will worsen Will worsen 

slightly 
Will worsen 
insignificantly 

Will not 
change 

SGs influence on the organization 
is incomparably greater than the 
organization's influence on SGs 

Estimate of 
the change in 
expectations 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will not 
change 

SGs influence on the organization 
is significantly greater than the 
organization's influence on SGs 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will not 
change 

SGs influence on the organization 
is moderately greater than the 
organization's influence on SGs 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly Will worsen Will not 

change 

SGs influence on the organization 
is insignificantly greater than the 
organization's influence on SGs 

Will worsen 
significantly 

Will worsen 
significantly Will worsen Will worsen 

slightly 
Will not 
change 

Mutual influence of SGs and 
organization is much the same 

Will worsen 
significantly Will worsen Will worsen 

slightly 
Will worsen 
insignificantly 

Will not 
change 

Let’s consider a case, when n properties influence the organization’s or stakeholder’s expectations for the 
counterparty. First of all, it is necessary to find out, what value a linguistic variable of change in expectations for a 
resource change will take at a given estimate of the degree of mutual influence for each individual property, and 
translate this value into a fuzzy set. In the next step, a convex combination of n fuzzy sets obtained is calculated. 
A convex combination of fuzzy sets A1, A2,.., An is a fuzzy set A with a membership function: 

(1 '2, '3, … , '5 = 62 ∙ (18 '2 + 63 ∙ (1: '3 + ⋯+ 65 ∙ (1< '5 , (2) 

where 62, 63, . . . , 65 are nonnegative numbers, the sum of which is 1. In our case, weights of properties are used 
as 62, 63, . . . , 65.  

The obtained membership function will reflect the change in the expectations of the organization or the stakeholder 
for the counterparty resulting from the change in its properties and taking into consideration the weights of the 
properties and given estimates of mutual influence for each property. 

Table 4. Resources received by the university from employees and their properties 

Resources received by the 
university from employees 

Properties of employees 
(weight of a property) 

Change in the 
properties 

Estimate of the degree of 
influence 

Knowledge, skills, 
competences 

1. Qualification level (0.8); 
2. Performance discipline (0.2) 

1. Will improve 
slightly; 

2. Will not change; 

Organization's influence on SGs 
is moderately greater than the 
SGs influence in organization 

Possibility of expanding the 
range of products 

1. Initiative (0.3); 
2. Professionalism (0.7). 

1. Will worsen; 
2. Will improve 

slightly; 

SGs influence on the 
organization is moderately 
greater than the organization's 
influence in SGs 

Well-established business 
processes 1. Professionalism (1) 1. Will improve 

insignificantly; 

Organization's influence on SGs 
is incomparably greater than the 
SGs influence on organization 

Corporate culture 1. Corporate thinking (0.4) 
2. Loyalty to university (0.6) 

1. Will not change 
2. Will worsen 
insignificantly 

Organization's influence on SGs 
is moderately greater than the 
SGs influence in organization 
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Resources received by the 
university from employees 

Properties of employees 
(weight of a property) 

Change in the 
properties 

Estimate of the degree of 
influence 

Research and 
development, other 
intellectual creations 

1. Qualification level (0.5) 
2. Professionalism (0.5) 

1. Will worsen 
insignificantly 
2. Will worsen 
insignificantly 

Organization's influence on SGs 
is moderately greater than the 
SGs influence in organization 

Organizational and 
management resources 1. Professionalism (1) 1. Will improve 

insignificantly 

Organization's influence on SGs 
is significantly greater than the 
SGs influence in organization 

Time worked (man-hours) 1. Performance discipline (1) 1. Will not change 
Organization's influence on SGs 
is incomparably greater than the 
SGs influence in organization 

 

Let’s demonstrate the dependence of the change in the expectations of the university for resources received 
from this group of stakeholders on the changes in the properties of the group at given degrees of mutual influence 
for each resource by the example of the university and its employees. The source data are provided in Table 4. It 
must be noted that changes in the properties of this group result from the changes in the properties of other 
stakeholders (by changing the expectations of employees to these other stakeholders). The corresponding 
calculations are similar and omitted for clarity and simplicity of perception. 

Taking Table 3 and formulas (2) into consideration, the membership functions of the change in the 
expectations of the university for the resources obtained can be calculated and normalized (Table 5). The 
membership functions of changes in the employees’ expectations for the resources received from the university 
can be calculated in a similar way. Then the fuzzy degrees of desire for changes of the organization (university) 
and the group of stakeholders (employees) in relation to each other can be recalculated.  

As already noted in previous works, a certain type of engagement strategy (the most suitable one, all other 
things being equal) can be chosen for each group of stakeholders, based on the analysis of relationship 
characteristics: satisfaction of demands, protection, impact, cooperation, restraint. In order to define what type of 
strategy should be applied to the stakeholder in the current situation, each type is assigned a fuzzy weighting factor 
that reflects the appropriateness of application of a strategy of this type. The appropriateness of application of the 
strategy of the l-th type (= = 1, 5) in relation to the k-th SG (?@A) is calculated using the following formulas: 

?2A =
BCD8EFGE

3H
, ?3A =

2HF D8EFB FGE

2B
, ?IA =

BCD:ECGE

3H
, ?JA =

3BFD8EFD:EF GE

3B
, ?BA =

2HF D:EFB CGE

2B
,  (3) 

where KA  is the degree of mutual influence of the organization and k -th SG, L2A  is the degree of desire for 
changes of the k -th SG in relation to the organization, L3A  is the degree of desire for changes of the 
organization in relation to the k-th SG. 
Table 5. Membership functions of the change in the expectations of the university for the resources obtained 

Resources received by the university 
from employees 

х values 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

)(xµ  values 
Knowledge, skills, competences 0 0 0 0.05 0.23 0.25 0.23 0.05 0.4 1 1 
Possibility of expanding the range of 
products 0.43 0.43 0.

17 0.2 0.9 1 0.9 0.2 0 0 0 

Well-established business processes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 1 1 
Corporate culture 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 1 0.9 0.2 0 0 0 
Research and development, other 
intellectual creations 0 0.4 1 1 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Organizational and management 
resources 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 1 1 

Time worked (man-hours) 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 1 0.9 0.2 0 0 0 
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Assume there are d scenarios of changes in the external environment, in result of which the relations of the 
organization with the k-th SG change in some way in each of the t periods. Possible changes in the properties of 
the stakeholder groups that cause changes in the organization's expectations for stakeholders and stakeholders’ 
expectations for the organization are taken into account within each scenario, when assessing the characteristics 
of the relationships for each j-th period (M = 1, N). 

Based on the received estimates of the characteristics of the relationships, the ratios of the appropriateness 
of application of the l-th strategy type are calculated in relation to the k-th SG (?@"OA ) in the framework of the i -th 
scenario (/ = 1, P) (Table 6). 

Table 6. Ratios of the appropriateness of application of the l-th strategy type in relation to the k -th SG 

Scenarios Periods 
Period 1 Period 2 …. Period t  

Scenario 1 ?@22A  ?@23A  …. ?@2QA  
Scenario 2 ?@32A  ?@33A  …. ?@3QA  
…. …. …. …. …. 
Scenario d ?@52A  ?@53A  …. ?@5QA  

Ratios of the appropriateness of application of the l-th strategy type in relation to the k-th SG within each 
scenario are reduced to one integral ratio (?@"A): 

?@"
A =

RSTU
E ∙VTU

EW
UX8

VTU
EW

UX8
,            (4) 

where t is number of periods, i is a number of the scenario, Y"OA  is a ratio reflecting the degree of confidence of the 
expert (or of the decision-maker (DM)) in the ratio of appropriateness of application of the l-th strategy type in 
relation to the k-th SG received for the j-th period within the i-th scenario. 

The properties of the ratios Y"OA , which are significant from the point of view of multi-period modeling, are 
described in detail in the work (Gresko and Solodukhin, 2014b). The integral ratios of the appropriateness of 
application of the strategy types are calculated using the following fuzzy set operations: 

§ operation of adding fuzzy numbers Z + [ = \ = 6, (] 6 , where Z and [ are fuzzy numbers with 
membership functions (1 '  and (^ _ , (] 6 = sup

cdeCf
g/h (1 ' , (^ _ 	  is a membership 

function of the addition result; 
§ operation of subtracting fuzzy numbers	Z − [ = \ = 6, (] 6 , where Z and [ are fuzzy numbers 

with membership functions (1 '  and (^ _ , (] 6 = sup
cdeFf

g/h (1 ' , (^ _ 	  is a membership 

function of the subtraction result; 
§ operation of dividing fuzzy numbers	Z ÷ [ = \ = 6, (] 6 , where Z and [ are fuzzy numbers with 

membership functions (1 '  and (^ _ , (] 6 = sup
cde÷f

g/h (1 ' , (^ _ 	  is a membership 

function of the division result; 
§ operation of calculating the absolute value of the fuzzy number Z = 6, ( 1 ' , where ( 1 ' =
gl' (1 ' , (1 −' , for	' ≥ 0,

0, for	' < 0.
 

First, fuzzy "ideal" values of the appropriateness of application of strategies ?2rA, ?3rA, ?IrA, ?JrA, ?BrA  
are calculated. To do so, the fuzzy characteristics of the relations are chosen, under which the weighting factors of 
the appropriateness of application of the strategy types reach their maximum values (in accordance with the chosen 
linguistic scales). 
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Then, "real" fuzzy values of the appropriateness of application of strategies ?2
sA, ?3

sA, ?I
sA, ?J

sA, ?B
sA  are 

calculated on the basis of real estimates of the characteristics of relationships. 
At the last stage, the Hamming distance between the "ideal" and "real" value of the appropriateness of 

application of the strategy is calculated for each type of strategy, using the following formula: 

t ?@"
rA, ?@"

sA = (RSTuE 'v − (RST
wE 'v P'Cx

Fx , (5) 

where (RSTuE 'v  and (RSTwE
'v  are membership functions of the "ideal" and "real" appropriateness of application 

of the strategy types, respectively.  
The choice should be made in favor of the strategy type that will correspond to the shortest Hamming 

distance between the "ideal" and "real" appropriateness of application of the strategy. 
2. Results 
In the example under consideration, the Hamming distances were calculated for the integral weights of the 
appropriateness of application of strategy types in three scenarios (Table 7). A detailed description of the scenarios 
can be found in the works (Gresko and Solodukhin 2014b; Gorbunova, Gresko and Solodukhin 2016a). 

As it was noted before, a situation may emerge in which for different sets of resources, the organization 
should maintain strategies of different types in relation to the same stakeholder. As such, the need emerges to form 
mixed strategies from the basic strategy types. As a result, the so-called "physical mixes of strategies" appear 
(Rozen 2002). 

In our case, it is necessary to define the shares (weights) of resource components, for which application of 
a certain strategy is the most appropriate, and then use the method of forming the mixed strategy types. 

In similar tasks, the outcome for the decision-maker when choosing an alternative 0 = 1, y is a random 

variable of the following form: z% =
l%2 … l%{
|2 … |{

, where l%2 … l%{  is a payoff vector; |2 … |{  is 

a payoff probability vector. If the decision-maker uses a mixed strategy ' = '2, … , '} , then the outcome 
corresponding to this mixed strategy will be a random variable z = '%z%}

%d2 . 
Table 7. Hamming distances 

Scenarios 
(probabilities) 

Types of engagement strategies 
Satisfaction of demands Protection Impact Cooperation Restraint 

Scenario 1 (0,2) 0.88 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.44 
Scenario 2 (0,5) 0.76 0.58 0.82 0.64 0.65 
Scenario 3 (0,3) 0.61 0.61 0.83 0.59 0.68 
Expectation 0.739 0.633 0.779 0.637 0.617 
Standard deviation 0.095 0.084 0.089 0.038 0.089 

 
Expectation of this random variable can be found using the following formula: 

~z = ~ '%z%}
%d2 = ~z%}

%d2 = '%~%
}
%d2 .                                                                                           (6) 

For the deviation of the random variable z from its expected value, the condition z − ~z = '%z%}
%d2 −

'%~%
}
%d2 = '% z% − ~%

}
%d2  is met, whence we obtain the expression for the variance: 

�z = ~ z − ~z 3 = ~ '% z% − ~%
}
%d2 'c zc − ~c

}
cd2 = xÅxÇM ξÅ − MÅ ξÇ −Ö

Å,Çd2
MÇ                                                                                                                                                                        (7) 

In this case, the risk of application of mixed strategy types will be less than the risk of using "pure" 
strategies. 

The Hamming distances for all types of engagement strategies were calculated for each resource 
component participating in the resource exchange between the university and its group of stakeholders 
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"Employees", for each of the three scenarios. Tables 8 and 9 provide expectations of Hamming distances (taking 
the probability of scenarios into consideration). 

Table 8. Hamming distances for resources received by employees from the university 

Resources received by employees from the university Weight of the 
resource 

Strategy type 
Satisfaction of demands Protection 

Salary 0.36 0.82 0.95 
Social security 0.21 0.68 0.35 
Comfortable working conditions 0.11 0.98 0.89 
Status in society 0.11 0.98 0.9 
Moral satisfaction from work 0.18 0.93 0.89 
Easier access to educational programs 0.04 0.96 0.98 

Table 9. Hamming distances for resources received by the university from employees 

Resources received by the university from employees Weight of the 
resource 

Strategy type 
Impact Restraint 

Knowledge, skills, competences 0.23 0.63 0.32 
Possibility of expanding the range of products 0.05 0.85 0.97 
Well-established business processes 0.12 0.64 0.31 
Corporate culture 0.1 0.73 0.44 
Research and development, other intellectual creations 0.25 0.63 0.41 
Organizational and management resources 0.2 0.65 0.31 
Time worked (man-hours) 0.05 0.65 0.27 

3. Discussion 
It can be easily seen (Table 8) that it is more appropriate to follow the strategy of satisfaction of demands for 
resources "Salary" and "Easier access to educational programs" with a total weight of 0.4. For other resources with 
a total weight of 0.6, it is better to follow the strategy of protection. As such, a probability vector of the mixed strategy 
can be defined (0.4, 0.6). Calculating expectation and standard deviation for the given mixed strategy, the following 
results are obtained: M = 0,67, σ = 0,08. The value of expectation turned out to be greater than with the pure type 
of "protection" strategy (which would obviously have been chosen, if the choice was limited to pure strategies only), 
but significantly less than with the pure type of the strategy of "satisfaction of demands" (Table 7). At the same 
time, the risk indicator (standard deviation) turned out to be lower in comparison with both types of strategies. 

It is necessary to maintain the strategy of impact for the resource "Possibility of expanding the range of 
products" with a weight of 0.05, because the Hamming distance for this type of strategy is substantially smaller in 
comparison with the strategy of restraint (Table 9). However, the Hamming distance for the restraint strategy for all 
other resources with a total weight of 0.95 was smaller than with the strategy of impact, i.e. it is better to follow the 
strategy of restraint for these resources. As such, a probability vector of the mixed strategy can be defined (0.05, 
0.95). Calculating expectation and standard deviation for the given mixed strategy, the following results are 
obtained: M = 0,625, σ = 0,089. The value of expectation turned out to be slightly worse than with the pure type of 
the strategy of "restraint", but much better than with the pure type of the strategy of "impact" (Table 7). The value 
of risk (standard deviation) has changed for the better, but very insignificantly (as was expected with such a 
probability vector).  
Conclusion 
The developed fuzzy model for selecting mixed types of stakeholder engagement strategies of the organization 
taking into account the interrelations of stakeholders allows to: 

§ take the possible changes in the relationships between stakeholders and the resulting changes in 
stakeholder relationships with the organization in consideration, when choosing the engagement 
strategies of the organization for each group of stakeholders; 
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§ take the heterogeneity of the organization's relationships with each stakeholder (difference in 
the characteristics of the relationships for various resource components) into consideration; and 

§ form the strategies of a mixed type with a lower risk of use. 
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